Link Routes

Short circular walks linking up the Wanderlust Way. These should be walked anti-clockwise, to be able to follow the directions.

---

**The Wanderlust Way - Main Route and Link Route**

- **Roads**
- **Tracks**
- **Field Boundaries**** Wooded Areas**

---

**Getting to the Walk**

The Walk is easily accessible by public transport. The nearest train stations are approximately a 10-minute walk from the start of the Walk. Buses also operate regularly in the area, providing convenient access to the starting point.

---

**Link Route 2**

Ashey cum Fenby

Pass through a kissing gate and proceed across the grass field to another kissing gate. Make sure you turn left at the sign in the middle of the next field and head to the kissing gate and turn right along the road.

---

**Link Route 1**

Ashby cum Fenby

Pass through a kissing gate across a road and through two gaps, another kissing. It's a kissing gate. Don't proceed through the gate but turn around and head West across a meadow.

---

**The Wanderlust Way**

Ashey cum Fenby

Pass the park through the gate, and continue to the main road. From here you can choose to walk on the main road or follow the waymarked signposts. Remember to follow the signposts and respect the local nature reserves and wildlife areas.